
A Flat for Every Number and Every Number in its Flat:

Tell this story about the Mathland Flats:

Once upon a time in Mathland there were many Numbers that were also going to move into some new blocks of 
flats, like the Dots. Do you remember how you helped the landlord get the right number of Dots into each flat?

Now these are not ordinary flats either – they are mathematical flats too. Each flat has a given number. Some 
Numbers have moved in already but others have not. The task is to help the Numbers who have not yet moved in 
to find the appropriate rooms. 

For example, in the Number Three flat, the Numbers living in one flat always add up to 3. 
Number 1 has moved into a room on the ground floor, so who should move into the other room? 
Yes, Number 2, because 1 and 2 add up to 3. 

In the flat on the second storey we can see that Number 2 is already in the flat. Who should move 
into this empty room? That’s right, Number 1, because 1 and 2 add up to 3. 

And what about this top floor flat? Who has moved in? Who is in this room? Yes, it’s Number 3. So 
who has to move into the empty room? No-one, zero, nothing at all!  Because adding 3 and 0 
makes 3.

Complete the Number Three Block of Flats on your child’s Number Street sheet together now. 

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

 4 enlarged Number Street 
Blocks of Flats – Six, Seven, 
Eight and Nine (optional –
see notes)

 Number Street with 
Number Blocks of Flats (per 
child) – cut and stick the 
sheets where marked to 
make one sheet

 A pencil and rubber (per 
child)

20–25 minutes

NUMBER FLATS IN MATHLAND

Your child understands the composition of the numbers from 1 to 10.
Your child can complete the task with the Number Street blocks of flats.
Your child can identify an unknown number knowing the sum and the other component of the sum.
Your child can work out all the different ways of combining Numbers to make the numbers 1 to 10.
Your child can show numbers between 1 and 10 using fingers on both hands, with the closed fist representing 0.

To foster understanding of number composition (1 to 10) 
To lay the foundations for addition and subtraction
To practise solving practical problems using the numbers from 1 to 10
To practise combining two smaller numbers to make a larger one
To develop skill, confidence and fluency in number composition, using kinaesthetic activities 
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Number Flats on Number Street:

As in the last session (M39), choose whether your child should work now with all the rest of the Number Blocks of Flats from 2 to 10 at once, or 
whether to leave some of the higher numbers until another session. Cut the sheet up accordingly, if you decide it would be best for your child not to 
do all of them at once. You can retell the story as often as you feel helpful, and you can use any of the five larger Number Blocks of Flats provided to 
model the procedure for filling different flats with the right number, as necessary for your child.

Give your child a pencil and their Number Street sheet (or a section cut out from it). Ask them to help the right number move into each flat, according 
to the rules of each block. Remind them that they need to do this by adding the right number to the ‘empty room’ in each flat, where necessary (if the 
flat already has the correct number, the ‘empty room’ stays empty).
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NUMBER FLATS IN MATHLAND – continuedM40

Two Hands – One Number up to Ten:

Ask your child to place their elbows on the table with their hands raised. Tell them that you will say a number between 1 and 10 and they must show 
the number using fingers on both hands every time. Emphasise that they use a closed fist for zero. For example, you say 6 and they show 3 fingers on 
one hand and 3 on the other hand, OR 1 finger on one hand and 5 fingers on the other hand, and so on.  
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